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Editorial Note
Dear Readers,
As summer joyfully leaps into autumn, I warmly welcome you to peruse another great
issue of Hermeneutic Chaos Literary Journal, incorporating a fascinating coalesce of
emerging and established writers, all unconsciously complementing each other‘s
writing processes in numerous ways imaginable. The authors muse on several
contemplations, but what is unique about their writing is the burnt smell of the
scorched earth, the jagged edges of a sudden electric wave, the tremble of a leaf when
it realizes that it has too many veins, and the parched mouth blurting out more vowels
than the consonants.
We received hundreds of submissions for Issue 4, and we would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those writers who put enough faith in us to share their work.
The present issue carries what we considered to be the worthiest of the bunch, not
because of anything else but their capacity to reach out to startle the unknown in us
and to question the very manner in which the banal defines our everyday reality. We
would also like to thank the amazing Mia Funk, who contributed her artwork titled
‗Autumn‘ as the cover art, for it fittingly narrates the purpose and meaning of this
issue. We strongly encourage you to visit her website to appreciate her other works.
We hope that you will enjoy these works of poetry and fiction as much as we do.

Warmest Wishes,
Shinjini Bhattacharjee
Editor-in-Chief

Poetry

CHANGMING YUAN
______________________________________

East Idioms Reinterpreted

1/ hualongdianjing [画龙点睛]
the moment a bold pupil is dotted
inside each of its handsome eyes
the painted dragon jumps alive
and flies high above the sky

2/ yanerdaoling [掩耳盗铃]
To prevent the sound from being heard
As he tries to steal the only bell in the village
The thief stops his own ears with thick cotton
Believing that no one would find him out

3/ saiwengshima [塞翁失马]
On a snowy evening a poor old frontier tribesman
Lost his horse, the only means of living he had
While everybody still felt sorry for him a week later
The horse returned home with another one wild
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4/ handanxuebu [邯郸学步]
In their fondest hope to walk as gracefully as handsomely as the residents of Handan
People swarm in from every part of the country to learn and practice the ‗capital
steps‘
But many have failed to learn the new steps while others forgot their old ways
So they all have to crawl back on their fours to where they originally came from

5/ yegonghaolong [叶公好龙]
Instead of God, Money, Computer, Sex or Art, Mr. Ye believes in Dragon only
He loves the legendary animal so much so that he paints it on every surface he can
find
Deeply moved by his devoted passion, a real dragon comes down to visit him
But no sooner has he seen its face than he jumps to flee, with his pants all wet with
fright

6/ dongshixiaoping [东施效颦]
Every time she walks in public, Dongsi tries hard to press her belly and frown her
brows
Exactly in the same way as does Xisi the most beautiful woman in the whole country
For her, this is the trendiest thing to do to win herself some lovers or admirers
For Xisi, this is a gesture she cannot help making while suffering from a physical pain

7/ yugongyishan [愚公移山]
To remove the two big mountains blocking the way to or from his home
2

The old Mr Fool uses a
spade to dig away the dirt
and gravel day by day
Isn’t it much simpler just to
relocate you own family
house, says Mr Smart
But so long as we persist, the
mountains will be gone some
day, he replies
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MERCEDES LAWRY
___________________________________

Motes

She slipped past the rumors into the corridor,
tugging at the shadows caressing her shoulders –
such unwanted attention! She found it tedious
and hard to digest. Several doors stood guard,
to the left, to the right, brown slabs with tarnished knobs.
Closed to the lucky and the lost.

Her footsteps made mild thumps as if
a small animal was plodding, damp, fat paws
on scarred linoleum. She pulled off her coat,
let it fall in the pooled darkness.
She carried nothing.

Like all the forgiven, she would sweep
the unnecessary words into the pause
of dust that spiraled in the air,
however much stillness held sway,
the infinity of particles that kept matter
from idea as she would separate her own body
4

from the sense of self rising from her cooling skin.

© Beatriz Martin Vidal
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MERCEDES LAWRY
______________________________________

The Hypochondriac Muses in Autumn

Tested for ailments and found wanting in a number of categories, she reminisced,
toodling her curls with her spidery fingers. She wasted no pills, spelled rare syndromes
exquisitely and saved all her questions for the end. Oh, the moony birds and the
cranky birds and the long distance birds, all in a flurry of chill wind. Whatever the
angle of light as October spilled forth, she could define shadow and with it, time,
which suddenly grew arms and legs and knew a thing or two about disappointment.
The same stones crouched on the sill for years of plus and minus and dust sometimes
scattered with the ghost of a passing child wearing wings, eager for flight.
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SARAH BROWN WEITZMAN
_____________________________________

Three Pairs of Shoes
Vincent Van Gogh, 1887

Six high-laced old shoes
creased and leathery as faces
almost shapeless from wear.

One pair, cracked and torn,
a hole worn through the sole.
That pair probably his own,

his only pair, so he stood
barefoot deep into the night
on the cold, splintery floor

to paint by candlelight
with a somber palette, burnt
umber, siennas and black.

Nearly out of green, unable
to afford red, he saved
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yellow for tomorrow‘s flowers.

Yet if we look long enough at this
high assemblage of the ordinary,
we can see how his own blood

oozed orange out of brown
and the grandeur Vincent found
in six high-laced old shoes.
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TOM DALEY
__________________________________

Midsummer Inventory

The alarm clock‘s second hand thugging its crick around its square face. Relic of
mosquito liquor, sharp yet muted, a high frequency ―beep‖ in a hearing test. Inexact
shatter of the pilot light in the oil furnace, spattering, fat rain on tin. Birdcalls bedded
down in layers flinty as arrowheads. A tattle and then hushing after a toilet flush. Flat
tap of the furnace which now doubles as the hot water heater. Bee feet swishing the
kitchen floor. The great hollow of the outside dyed with insistent racket. A jay-like
scratch ground between teeth of a harmonica. One bird goaded into monotonous
frenzy, its high notes barked through jaws of lead crystal. Over it all a soughing, short
breaths banded together into a cabal of whimpers. That high-note trill steadying to a
clamor, percolating up from the water table of pre-dawn. Car noise building to a big
wind, doing its moldy damage as it falls through the funnel of roads and trees. Mixed
in with the derangement of the birds is the pale alarm of a smoke detector with a
depleted battery. It stumbles out of the ceiling—a river sharpening a crayon. The bird
noise slows as the light thickens – more pauses, less racing. Now individual calls
detected in their signatures, a certitude measured in three-quarter time, a pitch that
snags between beak and wing, a sonata gurgled rather than lisped. Now the furnace at
full tilt, accelerating like high tide to some ephemeral conclusion, a flat roar conjoined
with a deeper rumble. Rumble terminated, the top of the sound survives for ten steel
seconds until it stills with a hiss.
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TOM DALEY
__________________________________

My Mother Imagines a Reunion of Her Children in
California After Her Death

Fog, versatile and live, sprawling up the hillside, announcer and donor—

Fog, spill into the sun and save us from it.

There, by the lily pads spreading and spreading in the tarn—you—my family—
sleeping.

There you are, my old, childless children, who could neither care for nor carry the
duties of perpetuity—

There you are with your record indolence, your pillow-proof apnea.

I hover and scrutinize; I tout, patrol; I issue my vaccinations.

It is to no avail. You are in the custody of an impulse grimy with extinction.

Fall, my stiff futures; fall, my sage smoke annulling the retribution of your blue fifties;
fall,
children—
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There in your summer wondering over the polish on the poison oak which has
overrun your sleep.

There you are climbing and firing down.

Speak, sickly sweet ones—speak, speak—of cloven hoof—deer or wild boar.

Show its hoofprint, colliding with the pattern of sandal, shoe, or boot—under needle
and shadow, in glorious menthol,

In the minutes moistened by mediocre dribble, under leaf carpet and rout and the
long code where dip met a cold, condensing doubt.

Where are the ponds you must cool with your useless lust?

Up over the edge of the mist the sun has warmed your nakedness,

My dear disappointments, my flounders, my hurts who cannot confound their own
deficits—

At stake in bless and find—asleep in bobcat wail.

In a trough of non-potable water
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Drained to boards the Redwood Age inscribed.

Here where mist hiccups the sun, sun that will remove your jacket and hood—

Here you are in juniper grove, in spruce, in the red, dead eucalyptus litter—the
mickling water—

In a provision of sweet gravity, of the way molecules adhere—

Vaporizing in a gummy mugging of the sun.
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ALICIA HOFFMAN
__________________________________

Let There Be Light

Let us dig bare-fingered into the rich earth
that has buried all of our dead today.
Under layers of seed grass and dandelion

let us claw deep and in absolution wash
the earth‘s libations of decomposition,
of everything living, over our skin

that is itself an invisible chafing
and sloughing. After a while, it is easy
to see what is digging has already gone

to the graveyard of birds. It is easy
to see the flight of our memories wisp
into cloud-cover and turn to a later rain.

Yes, you water-logged lover. Yes,
you planetary collapse. When we kiss
open-mouthed I find dirt in my mouth.
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It tastes like forever. It grits like now.
So when you ask what of tomorrow,
what of the world‘s incessant commercial,

I say hush into gravel today. I say stone
with me. Let us rock. For here, we are
sediment. Here, we are every lover,

every beating heart, every brave and dumb
union, every sex opened to the weather
of the gods, those strong winds that crack

their whips over the valleys of bones.
O Geological Mister. O Cavern of Clay.
Tomorrow, when we open our eyes

the richness of our sight will burst forth
into gardens composed of nothing but light.
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ALICIA HOFFMAN
___________________________________

This Is Just To Say

My jawbone,
delicate
as a harp,
my womb,
a small whale
sloshing
below
the thin
skin
of surface,
the slow
arrhythmia
of my gait
as you turn
to steady
your body
once again
is, well,
how else
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can I mouth
this movement –
aqueous
as the light
illuminating
the moon
of the lamp
by our bedside.
Water, we
are made of.
Oceans, love.
And land,
we coursed
your channels
as the rains
beat their
slow hearts
upon us,
and we have,
while floods
waved, while sails
flailed their
white tongues
16

on the winds
drank and
drank and
every drop
I know you
know I loved.
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ALICIA HOFFMAN
___________________________________

After Robert Hass

Most days, I forget the sand is skeletal.
In Lagunitas, the word is the world‘s elegy.

But here I am, alive. Here, I can blow a kiss
of seed into soil and the next day it grows.

It is a joke, how easy it is to loaf along and
get any reward. Coins appear in my hand

and I can‘t recollect the last time I broke
a sweat, bent over an earth I know

nothing about without having to ask directions.
There is never any foreign if all we know is new.

So while you were mourning Eden, I grew into
its absence. No fall. No cosmological dispute.

My locale is more mind than body, and it goes
18

and goes into that no-place zone – where all is

whatever, whatever, whatever. But here,
I have planted a blackberry for you.

It is bright in my palm, an offering of fruit
to place unnamed in the grave of your mouth.
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HOWIE GOOD
_________________________________

Wheatfield With Crows

Black is a strong color. You can‘t think of working without black. You work near an
open window and wear a surgical mask. You weave and otherwise transform black
markings into a cathedral of sorts. From the beginning, you have reinterpreted the
rules rather than simply abandoned them. It‘s the difference between cut and torn
edges – between, say, a wanted poster and the last picture Van Gogh painted before
he killed himself. To look is an act of choice.
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KATHRYN HUJDA
___________________________________

Corporal

Two fingers tracing the sides of my spine
shifts the wind. It blows against the window,
my nails scrape the trim to let in the night.
The gust of southern breeze sweeps up stream.
Inside. I feel the river letting go in my throat.
It cracks the ice expanse, gives way to dark rush.
Listen to the sound. Snow is melting alone:
ground thaw, thin water crawling across
sidewalks in whispers. We're swimming the condensation circles around our skin.
We glow like street lamps in damp air.
I lose my edges with the touch.
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KYLE HEMMINGS
___________________________________

Alice Remembers One of the Last Conversations with
Her Father

You never were where you should've been. Even your dirty kneecaps were precious
stones. Even the holes you put in your mother's best linen were in the shape of
smiles. Slim girl smile. A bicycle with a basket. You were a welcome accident. When
I'm gone, I'll still be your real father. You and I are strong like jute, threaded around
both good and coarse memory. The days twist around us. Not the other way around.
Remember the gerbils you named after Three Musketeers? Remember that ceramic
warbler, the broken cage? Heed your mother's best advice: Use vinegar on most
stains. Don't date near-sighted boys. Delete your junk mail. When I close my eyes,
count to fifty backwards. Then keep walking straight ahead. Be mindful of walls, of
curving hallways. Forget this place, the acid stench.
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LEEANN OLIVIER
________________________________________

Letters from Crittenden County Jail

I‘m a lotus eater, a
bon vivant. Sick with
want, the quiet velvet cult

of it, I tap the rosaries
of your vowels, one
by one, cosseted in the

honeyed vellum of
your Southern tongue, your letters
gossamer, the silken

seam that holds my spine in place.
But I‘m keen to learn your
palms‘ gravel, the muslin of

your neck where I‘ll coil,
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dreaming cities from your flesh,
your jugular my
equator. Debased to cur,
I‘ll gnaw at you for
seven minutes in a squalid

cell, knowing you by
the dark map of your eyes--a
mating dance of cranes.

West Memphis is the greyest world,
its skies like bleak sheets
of poplin dipped in pewter.

How I ache, navigating
this verbal labyrinth,
to weave of our skin one skein.
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LEEANN OLIVIER
___________________________________

Fragments of My Father After Vietnam

An olive in a fifth of gin. An airman

in an armored vest. A Cajun

with his olive skin. The maiming

made manifest. His cropped curls

thick and black as sin. A killer

with no crimes confessed. A fishnet

filled with blackfin bass. A bayou

steeped in deep Terrebonne. A trumpet

in its clutch of brass. A great ghost

he could not outrun. A furled fist
25

through a pane of glass. A daughter

and the damage done.
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SARAH MARCHANT
__________________________________

Beg

Taunting about a fix,
a haunting hums
a faulty light thrums.

Shake out the paltry pieces
dotting bombs
as the lightning fizzles
and the dust settles.

Might I gnaw on
the minor bones, the
lesser red corners, burgundies
and grays tucked away

stitched against
the wound in your side?

Might I scamper under
the shadow of your sex
27

the cold glint of your gaze?
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RICKY GARNI
____________________________________

Lauras

What do you do when you write a story about someone named Laura
and you know two people named Laura? You cannot make up another
name. You cannot use last names. You cannot write two different stories.
You cannot embed the stories with clues that indicate which Laura the story
is about. You cannot draw upon physical descriptions that would clarify which
Laura is the Laura of your story. You cannot spell one Laura backwards, like this:
aruaL. You cannot write about someone named something other than Laura when,
out of nowhere, a woman named Laura crosses the street and says ―What‘s up,
guys?‖
You cannot

make the Lauras twins, or salt and pepper shakers, or bookends, matching divans,
a pen and pencil set, or Batman & Robin or Laurel &Hardy or Abbott & Costello or
Musso & Frank, or, obviously, ketchup & mustard, or men. No, you cannot do
anything like that.

You simply must write nothing. And only by writing nothing will you realize you
don‘t
know two Lauras at all–in fact, you don‘t even know one Laura. The band was
playing
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so loud, and everyone was talking. She just sounded like she said: Hi! I’m Laura.
What she really said was: Hi, I’m sorry.
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VANESSA RANEY
__________________________________

From Mountains Rising
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VANESSA RANEY
___________________________________

Thick with Guilty Ghosts
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Prose
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BARBARA HARROUN
_________________________________________

Blink

T

he cat, one day, was old, and took to sleeping in a way that blurred the thin line

between hours and days. The cat always slept on its right side, the couch giving way.
Later it would look as if a particularly tall man had rested his head there, a head that
held fur, fine and feathery, instead of hair. She would find patches of this fur in
unexpected places, and once, floating through a shaft of sunlight in the living room,
like cottonwood seed. The cat‘s black fur fell out in tufts from the side he slept on,
and the woman who had chosen him at the sad shelter smelling of urine, the air
charged and metallic with the frenzied barking of caged dogs, could see naked skin
she had never seen before, so white her breath hitched. It was hard to look at, that
patch of skin, but after the cat began falling asleep while eating his wet food, or simply
disappearing into a thick web of sleep after peeing on the couch, she took to scooping
him up, and sitting with him. Her arms were the meeting limbs of a tree, and he
balanced there, where her arms met, curled, his face still the fine boned, intelligent,
sweet face she had chosen. His nose was still wet. She took to stroking the exposed
skin, running her fingers over it lightly, waiting for his eyes to open and meet hers.
But she was the one who was looking, seeing frailty without flinching, waiting for
something unnamed and breathless as that swatch of exposed skin made her feel-trying not to blink.
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ELIZABETH MCGUIRE
_________________________________________

Mercury Harvest

T

here are only remnants of the old farms and their farmers. Of big boots and

tall bibs. Of brimming silos and ancient Almanac‘s. Now mechanical harvesters gather
eggs to propagate and spread. Convoys transfer modified mounds of powdery pellets
in body bags. The breeze carries freshly tilled and buried secrets. Never trust the
messengers.
Farmer Joe hooks swollen thumbs under shoulder straps. He lets his inflated belly
drop between his knees. All day long he sits motionless on his wheel-less John Deere.
Dust and blowing grass weather his leather face. He is always tired. The un-work is a
chore. He can wipe out a species in an hour. Filling metal sheds with foam and spray.
Drowning chicken‘s sorrows in an oily vat. Lopping off pig‘s feet for some excited
puppy‘s treat. Squealing cows tendered into delicious veal. Who wouldn‘t enjoy that
meal? Direct from feed lots crammed with rooted rot, black and white Guernsey‘s
spew milky gray into tin buckets. Under the bottom rung a Holstein stretches for a
kernel or a blade. King of the mountain of dung. Bathed in methane.
A thick dusk settles scorched on burnt horizons. Silhouettes billow and leak. Fried on
the inside, overheated holding tanks sweat and seep. Snaking into rivers of rusted
mud. Fumes zip in darkness, infiltrating attics, searching for a crease. Feeling their
way into vents, under carpets of ice and sand. Seizing weakness. Windows frame
empty coffers of silt wafting through leaden air. Its way past over. Daylight has
forever disappeared.
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GENA LEBLANC
______________________________________________

Stained

M

y mother had yellow teeth and she didn‘t like to talk about them. They

were long and thin and descended from the puffy, pink flesh of her gums in a
haphazard row. In pictures her teeth remained shrouded behind tightly sealed lips.
When she laughed unexpectedly, accidentally opening her mouth wide enough for the
stained enamel to peek through, there was always a moment where she realized what
she had done, and for the rest of the day her fingers lingered warily over a pinched
mouth.
There was nothing she could do about the crookedness of her teeth, or the way that
they looked frighteningly like jagged bone, but she thought that maybe, just maybe if
they were a little whiter no one would care about those other things. She had an
expensive electric toothbrush that her dentist had recommended to her, did not
smoke cigarettes and preferred tea to coffee. She bleached her teeth with a gel that she
squeezed into plastic molds shaped perfectly to fit each tooth, and placed smoothly
across both rows with a squelch. They made her talk with a lisp. Her teeth had always
been yellow. She didn‘t like to talk about them.
I didn‘t think it was my mother‘s fault that her teeth were yellow. I didn‘t blame her
for the gray roots that she covered up alone in the bathroom each month, or how her
jeans squeezed the ring of fat around her belly a little tighter every time she put them
on. When she was fifty-three years old she was older than both of parents were when
they died. I thought she was trying to stall for time, to see if she could trick her
genetics into giving her one more year on account of her blonde hair and bleached
teeth. Of course, the bleach never really worked. Her teeth were still yellow. And her
hair was only ever completely blonde for a few days before the gray found its way
back to the roots of her scalp.
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My mother wasn‘t an idiot thought. I knew she didn‘t really think that dyed hair and
white teeth would lengthen her life. She had other reasons for doing the things that
she did. After all, she wasn‘t the one that was afraid.
That was me.
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KATE LADEW

_______________________________________

The Promise

Y

ou must be very, very quiet here, people are reading,‖ said the old woman to

the little boy.
But the little boy‘s shoes squeaked and everyone in the library turned to look at
him. And all the words in all the heads of all the people reading jumped into the air,
and the pictures the words had drawn lit up the room, flashing them like blinking
Christmas lights on the walls and the ceiling and all the pictures moved and lived and
breathed together and became a giant world tumbling around itself, spinning faster
and faster. 10 times faster than the earth and in no time at all the little boy was an old
man and all alone in the library. 100 years had passed before he blinked his eyes and
finally stopped all the Christmas lights, freezing them mid-breath on the walls and
ceiling.
And a young woman walked into the library with a little girl by her side. And the
old man who had once been a little boy put a finger to his lips and kneeled down on
his creaky knees next to the little girl and said, ―You must be very, very quiet here,
though no one is reading. The words that used to live are waiting for you to dream
them back to breathing. Take off your shoes and follow me.‖
And the little girl put her hand in his and they walked to the bookshelves and
picked up the first book they found and when the first sentence of the first page
entered the little girl‘s mind it walked down to the edges of her heart and its beating
flung the words up onto the walls and the ceiling and the old man who once was a
little boy said, ―Don‘t forget. Tell everyone who opens that door.‖
And the little girl nodded in her bare feet and said, ―I promise.‖
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LEAH GIVENS
____________________________________________

Wire

D

espite its age you replay video of a young jazz great, shaking on stage as she,

though fully clothed, exposes her soul through a microphone. Her system is flooded
with—or overcoming—any number of drugs. You hurt too but don't mind. Sensitive
creatures need numbing sometimes. Well, the feeling may scream need while the truth
leans towards want—an involuntary thought, one we hope is quickly quashed. Others
say disciplined training will fix the itch. But life is a slippery track. Certain cars want to
spin out every round; reeling them in is a continuous ordeal.
In any case the world will dispense its measure of pain. Of pressure, whether gauged
accurately or its heft imagined. If that singer's soul is like mine, we might rest together
like soft-bellied gulls on a barbed-wire fence. Any more crush from above, and the
internal organs turn to shredded, bloodied bits among the feathers. Eyes still open,
brain still sensing each stab. Who wouldn't turn to whatever substance presented
itself—pill, powder, injectable—when the wires began slicing?
Others have sturdier structures; they sit on more solid ledges. Squirrels, some of them,
running for nuts in single-minded lines, getting the job done. Or lizards, soaking in
sun, their tongues grabbing more than enough flies for survival. Everyone makes a
living. Business in, business out, and the world spins 'round.
So too the gull, taking pause on the barbed-wire fence, has to find food. But it's lost
its way and now hangs around a jail yard miles from the coast. An odd bird, it feels a
bond with the people imprisoned within. The air hints of cigarettes and the collected
sweat of many inmates hangs like a cloud that needs to be dry cleaned.
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The bird knows it can't go without fish for long. But it's already starved, too tired to
fly away in hopes of meeting the sea. Even if it arrived, to hunt, to dive into cold
waters and pin a minnow in its beak would take more energy and create more pain,
since another tiny life is lost. To feed what, an elaborate cavity?
No number of fish can protect that vulnerable belly. What's the solution, then? To
seek unfeeling, at least prevent sensation from reaching the brain? Or try to escape the
wire, withdraw from every sharp edge, only to realize that with life comes wire, and to
deny it comes close to dying? Look to the others who have found long ledges in the
sun; they must have their troubles too. But a bird's feet don't feel at home on concrete
or wood. Hop on the ledge once in a while, but your feet were made for the wire.
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MIRANDA STONE
__________________________________________________

Perfect Aim

“N

ice little girls don‘t throw rocks,‖ Miss Pearl said, the wooden porch

swing creaking under her weight.
Sadie crouched on the porch steps and scowled, wishing her great-aunt would leave
her alone. Uncle Floyd had showed up unannounced last Saturday with Miss Pearl
sitting in the passenger seat of his Ford. He said Miss Pearl wanted to visit, since she
hadn‘t seen Mama in years. While Miss Pearl used the privy, Floyd revealed that the
old woman was eat up with cancer and didn‘t have long to live.
―You could have killed that boy,‖ Miss Pearl went on.
Earlier that day, Ted Morris pulled up Sadie‘s dress in front of all the other
neighborhood boys while they jeered. After she broke free of Ted‘s grip, Sadie fled to
her yard, swearing she would make him pay.
She spotted the rock lying under their forsythia bush. It was as big as her palm and
oval-shaped. Sadie wondered where it came from. She liked the way it felt in her hand,
warm from the midday sun.
Sadie found Ted and the other boys at the creek. They made so much noise horsing
around that they didn‘t hear her moving through the trees, clutching the rock at her
side. Sadie wound her arm back like a ballplayer. She told herself she was only
pretending, but her fingers released the rock, and it slammed against Ted‘s shoulder.
He burst into tears while the other boys gaped. When one caught sight of Sadie and
shouted her name, she turned and sprinted home.
41

Ted‘s mother stood at their door an hour later. Sadie could hear the woman‘s voice
through her open bedroom window. ―You‘d better get control of that girl, Joyce!‖
Mama‘s voice was much lower. ―She will be punished, Marsha.‖
As soon as Ted‘s mother left, Mama strode into Sadie‘s room and grabbed her by the
hair.
―But he pulled up my dress in front of everybody!‖ Sadie wailed.
―I don‘t want to hear it.‖
Mama was small and thin, but she hit hard with Daddy‘s old belt. Sadie lay across the
bed and tried not to cry, but after the fifth strike against her buttocks and thighs, she
started howling. When Mama finished, Sadie looked up and found Miss Pearl
watching, a satisfied smile on her lips.
―You shouldn‘t cause your mama trouble,‖ Miss Pearl said now. ―She has enough to
worry about since your daddy ran off.‖
Sadie whipped around and gave Miss Pearl her sweetest smile. ―I heard you‘ve got
cancer, and you‘re going to die real soon.‖
Miss Pearl let out a strangled cry. ―You‘re a wicked child,‖ she hissed. Then she
stormed into the house.
Sadie didn‘t let herself imagine the beating she would receive. The memory of the old
woman‘s wounded face was as soothing to her as the stone she held that afternoon.
She hobbled down the steps and set off for the creek, determined to find her talisman
before the mountains swallowed up all the daylight.
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A Disappearance in Feathers

S

he always felt like this when standing in a crowd. Like she was not herself but

a piece of something bigger, something beyond her control. The train passed through
a tunnel and darkness descended like blinking. She could have been standing still in an
empty room. She could have been sleeping. Right now, she thought, I might even be dead.
Until the world returned from shadows—the train, the crowd, the path laid out in
front of them—and she could feel her existence once more.
It went on like that. The train jerking, the crowd swaying to keep formation. Like a
flock of geese, she thought. She hated the image: little bird corpses buried underground.
People disengaged, slipping through the sliding doors and others squeezed in to take
hold of poles and of seat backs. The mass morphed every moment but remained that,
a mass. A person is always changing, she thought. But people are always more or less the
same. One of her feet fell asleep. She had no room to shake it or stomp.
Suddenly there was a screeching. It grew louder, deafeningly loud, and the train
slowed then stopped. There were feathers. Feathers everywhere. All around the
windows, from nowhere, drifting through the still, cold winter air. Somebody sneezed
from the sight of them and the whole crowd felt that sneeze behind their ribs.
They had hit someone. Someone was on the tracks when the train and the mass of
people in it had run him over and he was instantly killed. She knew this sometimes
happened. She knew sometimes it was suicide and sometimes someone pushed
someone. She knew that they might never know, in this case, why.
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He was wearing a down coat. The man they killed. He must have been a big man with
a big coat because those feathers were everywhere when he was hit. She watched the
feathers and was silent. She shuddered as someone else‘s fingers grazed her wrist.

Later she was older. She felt that sensation more and more, that she was just a part of
something beyond her own control. When the sun set, she couldn‘t tell if it was dark
outside or if she‘d closed her eyes.
She‘d had some scares. They started with a numbness spreading from her heartbeat to
the soles of her feet and she‘d question her existence. Right now, she‘d think, I might
even be dead.
When it happened, she hoped it happened with feathers. Something born from her
sudden absence. She remembered the screeching that day like a type of silence—a
single note filling the tunnel of her inner ear. She imagined a magician hovering above
the tracks and just before the impact, saying, ―Poof!‖
She liked to think his coat was too tight. She liked to think there was a second—after
it hit but before the pain—when his coat burst open and those feathers erupted and
he felt, all at once, set free.
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